Limited Time Offer

Sex may sell, but their deal doesnt include
love... Brew Crew, Book 1 Account
Director Sloane Granderson has been given
her orders by the CEO-tone down the
antics of the Brew Crew, the guys at
Huxworth Packard Advertising who work
on their biggest account. Sure, theyre all
puffed up, strutting egos, but theyre also
the best and brightest creatives in Chicago.
Including the newest recruit, disturbingly
attractive Levi Wolcott. Award-winning
copywriter Levi is pumped to have been
headhunted to Huxworth Packard to work
on the beer account. But hes not off to a
good start when he and Sloane first meet in
an embarrassing encounter in a hotel hall,
and the Brew Crews merciless new-guy
hazing doesnt improve his shaky first
impression. Even worse, Levi cant ignore
the intense attraction he has to Sloane.
Despite their mutual hell no when it comes
to love, a moment of weakness makes
Sloan and Levi believe business and
pleasure can be kept separate, and maybe a
little harmless sex isnt that dangerous. Or
maybe its as harmless as a bomb with a lit
fuse... Warning: This book contains a hero
with an award-winning, panty-melting
vocabulary intent on the hard sell, and a
take-charge businesswoman who doesnt
mind giving up control in the
bedroom...and thinks panties are overrated,
anyway.
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rates.We have prepaired a Limited Time Offer with a discount 25% from the Standard rate for this summer! Do not miss
the sale and book now! Breakfast for free.Limited Time Offer items are excluded from any additional discounts
including all Shipping discounts. Limited Time Offers (LTOs) are dishes that do not currently reside on your menu, that
you can advertise as a special offering.Purchase must be placed before time expires to be eligible for the Only players
who received this Limited Time Offer pop-up message in app directly from Big Good things come to those who wait!
Find out about the science of limited time offers and how to utilize this technique for your business.Shop Uniqlo each
week to see our special weekly promotions and sales for womens clothing. Dont miss these hot deals for the latest in
womens clothes.We have prepaired a Limited Time Offer with a discount 35% from the Standard rate for this summer!
Do not miss the sale and book now!Some things are too good too last. Find out our latest limited time offers.
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